
FINANCING SYSTEM
Monthly payments according to 
occupancy rate

Staggered payment over 
6 to 36 months

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

Waterproof mattress pad

Mattress

Boxspring

Duvets and bed linen

Decoration

Headboard

MATTRESS TOPPER

JADE
Virgin sheep wool mattress topper. Stuffed with pure sheep
wool, this mattress topper gives a cozy feeling on the
surface, while maintaining the tone of the mattress that
supports it. It ensures perfect temperature regulation.

PRODUCT SHEET HOTELITE

Sheep’s pure
virgin wool filling 

1,000g/m2

CHARACTERISTICS
Height 3 cm

Width 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 140, 150, 160,
180, 200 cm or custom-made

Lenght 190, 200, 210, 220 cm or
custom-made

Weight 90/200 cm = 6 kg

Filling Breathable and anti-perspirant
natural fibers

Flame retardant Ticking Palace Eco, specially
designed for hotels, meets
the anti-fire standards
(Europe EN597-1/2, UK BS-7177).

Fixation Elastics in angles

Guarantee 5 years

Entirely made in Switzerland,
according to swiss quality
standards. Elite is a member of
Swiss Label.

Meets hotelleriesuisse standards
and allows to earn points at hotel
classification.

Elite is a member of Swiss Deluxe
Hotels as «Preferred Supplier».

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Stain-resistant The ticking Palace Gold or Silver is

flame retardant and stain-resistant.
Two colors in option.

Assembling A zip to assemble two toppers or the
topper with the mattress.



PRODUCT SHEET HOTELITE

Source 
Satisfaction test performed on customers of hotels equipped 
with Elite mattresses. Statistic 2012-2015. 

MATTRESS COMFORT INDICATOR

 excellent 88 % 
  good 5 % 
  normal 8 %

Filling in natural  
breathable fibers

Ticking flame retardant  
and stain-resistant

Comfort zones for  
all morphologies

Internal sides reinforced

Robust handles

Customised finish

Boxspring made of very 
robust wood

Wide range of legs for  
an easy maintenance

MATTRESS TOPPER
Mini pocketed springs, 
guaranted «Cocooning»

MATTRESS
Pocketed springs for  
an outstanding comfort 
and an exceptional  
back support

BOXSPRING
Springs suspension,  
functional, easy to  
maintain, praised by house-
keepers and attendants

ORIGINAL BOXSPRING CONCEPT BY ELITE


